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We Depend on Nonprofits to Solve Problems 
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The Nonprofit Sector in Massachusetts 
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More than 33,000 nonprofits in Massachusetts 

A critical economic engine: 

• Generating more than 500,000 jobs  

• Employing 17% of the state’s workforce. 

 

Massachusetts Nonprofit Network 

 



Lack of investment in nonprofit talent and 
overhead 
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Nonprofits are undercapitalized. A lack of essential leadership and staff 

development supports is often coupled with the need for significant operational 

repair or turnaround. Leaders reported operational challenges inherited from 

previous leaders when they took the helm at their organizations. Almost half of 

leaders in Greater Boston (45%) report inheriting organizations that were faltering, 

frail, dysfunctional or requiring a turnaround. This is not an indictment of nonprofits, 

but rather demonstrates an increased need for leadership development and 

transition supports to help ensure that leaders enter healthy, stable organizations 

and leave vibrant organizations behind for their successors when they exit. “ 

Opportunity in Change Report – TSNE and TBF                             



We Underinvest in Talent 
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Foundations deploy                

less than 1% of grant dollars 

to support staff 

development 

Annual Per Person Investment in Staff Development 
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Sector Trends - Turnover 
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78% of leaders plan to leave their current jobs—either 

to retire or to move on to another organization or 

sector—by 2020.  

Some are planning to leave even sooner, with 36% of 

leaders planning to depart by 2018.  

 

 

Opportunity in Change Report – TSNE and TBF 



Lack of Diversity 
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The U.S. is becoming more diverse. People of color will constitute majority of the 

population by 2025, and more women and LGBTQ people will join the workforce.  

Only 16% of people of color hold positions of leadership at nonprofits, with those 

next in line being only 18% people of color.  

A 2014 national BoardSource study found that 89% of nonprofit CEOs were white, 

as were 90% of board chairs and 80% of board members.  

 

Fund the People 
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Consequences of 
Underinvestment 

• Employee Turnover 

• Lack of Diverse 

Representation 

• Stifled Innovation 

• Diminished Impact 

 

 



High Performing Organizations 
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HPO Framework - The 5 Factors of High Performance: 

1. Quality of Management 

2. Openness and Action Orientation 

3. Long-Term Orientation 

4. Continuous Improvement and Renewal 

5. Quality of Employees 

HPO Center 



Quality of Management  
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• The management is trusted by staff and board. 

 

• The management of our organization has integrity and serve as role models. 

 

• The management applies fast decision making and fast action taking. 

 

• Management is focused on results and coaches staff to achieve better results. 

 

• The management of our organization applies strong leadership and is confident. 

 

• The management of our organization is decisive with regard to non-performers. 

 

• The management always holds staff responsible for their results. 

HPO Center 

 



Openness and Action Orientation  
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• The management of our organization frequently engages in a dialogue with 

employees. 

• Organizational members spend much time on communication, knowledge 

exchange and learning. 

• Organizational members are always involved in important processes. 

• The management of our organization allows making mistakes. 

• The management of our organization welcomes change. 

• Our organization is performance driven. 

HPO Center 

 



Long-term Orientation  
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• Our organization maintains good and long-term relationships with all 

stakeholders. 

• Our organization is aimed at servicing the customers as best as possible. 

• The management of our organization has been with the company for a long time. 

• New management is promoted from within the organization. 

• Our organization is a secure workplace for organizational members. 

HPO Center 

 



Continuous Improvement and Renewal 
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• Our organization has adopted a strategy that sets it clearly apart from others 

• In our organization processes are continuously improved. 

• In our organization processes are continuously simplified and aligned. 

• In our organization everything that matters to the organization’s performance is 

explicitly reported. 

• In our organization both financial and non-financial information is reported to 

organizational members. 

• Our organization continuously innovates its core competencies. 

• Our organization continuously innovates its products, processes and services. 

HPO Center 

 



Quality of Employees 
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• The management of our organization inspires organizational members to 

accomplish extraordinary results. 

• Organizational members are trained to be resilient and flexible. 

• Our organization has a diverse and complementary workforce. 

• Our organization grows through partnerships with suppliers and/or customers. 

HPO Center 

 



The Performance Imperative by Leap Ambassadors 
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Engine of Impact 

Meehan and Jonker 



Future of the Sector 
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Overhead changes shape: 

• Technology Dependent 

• Decentralized 

• Impact of Social Enterprises on Nonprofit Landscape  

• New organizations – depth of impact, scale, 

innovation 



Interview with Stephanie Guidry 
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